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A (4 G, u)-graph G is one which is regular 01 degree u and has diameter d and connectivity c. 
G is said to be minimum if it is of minimum order, i.e. has the minimum number of points; G is 
separable if c = 1. 
in this paper, the minimum order of :II (d, i o)-graph is determined and the construction of 
all minimum (d, 1, u)-gaphs is described, 
The order of a graph G is the n-umber of its points, and the degree (or u&nce) 
of u point' pi in G is the number of lines incident with pi. If all of its points have 
the same degree v, G is said to be regular of degree zi. G has connectMy c, or is 
c-connected, if c is the minimum number of points whose removal from G results 
in either a disconnected graph or the trivial graph (a graph of order one, which 
therefore has no lines). A shortest path joining two points pt, pi is called a pi-pi 
geodesic, and the diameter of G is the: length of any longest geodesic in G. 
A minimum (d, c, u)-graph G is one whie:h is regular of degree u, has didmeter 
d and connectivity c, and is of minimum order, i.e. has the minimum number of 
points. Such graphs constitute a sub-class of those addressed in an extensive 
literature on the interrelationships between connectivity, valencies and diameter 
of a graph [l-45]. 
As Klee ,nd Quaife [28] have noted, (d, c, v)-graphs are of practical as well as 
mathematical interest since removing fewer than c of the po;dds (and hence 
certainly fewer. than c of the lines) from such a graph G does not disconnect it. G 
thus describes ‘a survivable communications or transportation network. 
Klee and Quaife have classified and enumerated all minimum (d, 1,3)-graphs 
and all minimum (d, 2,3)-graphs, using an ad hoc approach to the problem [27]. 
Myers [40] subsequently re-articulated their minimum (d, 1,3)-graph results 
through a mathematicall machine (lemmas and theorems) formulation, and has 
also shown how to classlify .and construct ah minimum (d, 3,3)-graphs, though he 
was not able to enumerate them [41:]. Rlee has classified and enumerated the 
minimum (d, 3,3)-graphs of odd diameter [29]. 
After Klee and Quaife [28], a c-connected graph of diameter ad in which each 
point has degree zw is called a. (d, c, &graph. They have detc;rmined the order of 
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a minimum ‘(d;E, c, u)-graph and have given a construction of the same. They have 
apparently also determined the minimum orders of (d, c, u)-graphs 1301, and they 
note that the minimum orders of (d. c, c)-, (d, 3,3)-, and (d, 1, u)-graphs have 
been determined previously by Griinbaum and Motzkin [21], Klee [26 
Moon [35]. 
In the present paper, we determine the orders of the blocks in a minimum 
(d, 1, &graph a.nd we show how to classify and construct some such graphs for all 
values of u and d. Enumeration of them is not, however, considered. 
Except where noted, our terminology follows Harary [24]. 
2. The blocks of a (d, 1, u)-graph 
A id, 1, tl)graph G has connectivity c = 1 an<’ hence las at least one cutpoint. 
The cutpoints of G separate the graph into maximally connected components. A 
component of order 2 has exactly one line, ,which is c:illed a bridge of G. The 
components of G which alre of order >2 are called bl&s. A block which ‘has 
exactly one point pO of degree less than u but not less th;n 2, pO thus a cutpoint of 
G, is called an end-block, denoted by B, where x is the degree of the point po, so 
that 2 s x =Z t’ - 1. A block which is not an end-bloclc is called a cut-block, denoted 
by 4,.X2 ,..., X” where y1 is the number of cutpoints of G that are in the cut-block, 
and where x,,x;, . . . ,x,, are the degrees of those cupoints in AX,,Q,_._,_. For 
example, the minimum (10, 1,3)-graph in Fig. 1 has two end-blocks B2, a 
cut-block Az,Z, and two bridges. We clall a (d, 1, u)-graph G a sting if each of its 
cutpoints separates G into exactly two components (ea$:h of which may also be 
separable). The graph of Fii;. 1 is thus a string. 
The dimmer of aiq end-blwk B, is the maximum of the distances from its point 
of degree x 10 all other point? in B: . The distance apart of any two points P,~, pj
each of degree less than v in a cut-block AX,,X2,_._rXn is called the pi-pi diameter of 
~lrc! cut-block (or simply, the diameter when y1= 2), there thus being &(n -_ 1) 
diameters in the cut -block. Since eve ry graph has an even number (which may be 
zero) of points of odd degree, an.1 since an end-block B, of order n of a 
(d. 1, u)-graph has (n - 1) points of dc agree u and 1 point af degree x < u, we have: 
Lemma 1. There is no ertd-block R !,r,+l (1 <&$(u-2)) in a (d, l,u)-grupts of 
even degree t.. 
Fig. 1. A mirr~rnum (10, 1.3)-graph. 
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In particular: 
Theorem 1. Every graph and thierefore every (d.. I:, u)-graph of even 
bridgeless. 
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degree u is 
It is immediate from the definitions of an end-block and its diameter that: 
Lemma 2. There is no end-block with diameter i, 
Minimum end-blocks of diameter 2 
Lemma 3. Every minimum end-block I& (2 G x :-s v - 1) of diameter 2 is of order 
II + 2 for x even, and is of order v + 3 for x odd. 
Proof. Let pO be the point of degree x in B, ant1 let p2 be a point a distance 2 
from pO. Since ,p2 is of degree v and since the nuc&er of its points of odd degree 
must be even, B,. is of order at least ZJ + 2 when x is even and at least v + 3 when x 
is odd (U then also being odd). We show by construction that a B, of minimum 
order v + 2, v + 3 exists when x is even, odd, respectively, as follows. For the case 
when x is even we first construct the complete -graph K, of order v. Since 
2 6 x 6 v - 1 and x is even there is at least one set E(x/~) of $X point-disjoint lines 
in K,,. Let B’ = K,, - E($x), so that B’ is of order v has x points of degree v - 2, 
and has v - x points of degree v - 1. The graph obtained on adjoining a point p. 
to each of the x points of degree v - 2 and a point p2 to ~111 of the points of B’ is a 
minimum end-block BX. For the case when x is odd, so that v is also odd, we first 
let J’ = KX -E(c), the regular graph, of odd order x and even degree x - 3 
obtained on removing the x edges E(Q of the cycle C, from the complete graph 
K, of order X. And let H,,_X be the regular graph of even order v - x and even 
degree v -x - 2 obtained on removing $(u -x) pint-disjoint lines from B&. Let 
B” = JX -t- I-q_,, so that B” is of order v. The graph obtained on adjoining a point 
p. to each of the x points of & in B” and adjoining each of two points p2, ps to all 
v points of 6” is a minimum end-block B, of order v + 3 with diameter 2. 
Figs. 2,3 show the construction of B4, B3, respectively, for 2 = 5. 
Minimum end -blocks of diameter 3 
Lemma 4. Every minimum end-block B, (2 =Z x s v - 1) of diameter 3 is of order 
v+x+2. 
LIPOP. Let p. be the point of degree x in a minimum end-block B, of diameter 3 
and let p3 be a point a distance 3 from po9 so that p3 is of degree vu, Then 
B, - p. - p3 is of degree at least 2, CX, so that .BX is of degree at least u + x i- 2. We 
show by construction that B, is of degree exartly o + x + 2. First consider the case 
when v is even, so that x and u + x are als9 even. It is well known [24] that the 
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B’ = Kg- e -e 
1 2 
F! g. 2. Construction of minimum end-block B,, with diamete -2 for u = 5. 
complete gra ph ly?, of even order 2n is the line-disjoint union of II factors, n -- 1 
of which are of degree 2, the other of degree 1. For example, the three factors of 
K, are as shcbwn in Fig. 4(a). Let BI,_,. where u = 2y and 1: = 22, be the regular 
graph of odll degree (u -t x) - 3 and order I.I + x which is the subgraph S:,, = 
K,,,- i;; of &*, where F2 it; o n2 of t’lle factors of degree 2 of K,,,. The factor 
P-‘, of degree 1 of &,+X, and tf ereforc.: also of E?:,,. is a set of f(u + X) = y + z 
ry-nint-disjoint lines. Form the graph BX by adjoining a >oin p,) to x of the points 
od Bf. +X and adjoining a point F’~ to tht: other v points of IS:+, so that B, is of 
crdt:r u +x -+ 2. B, is seen to be a rninimun! end-block of diameter 3. For 
example, the minimum end-block Bz fo- u = 6 is as shown ir L Fig. S(a). When V is 
odd and x is ialso odd, so t’rat ZJ A- .I: is even, B, is constructec I from BL,, exactly as 
above. When IJ is odd asId x is even, so that v +x is odd, vie first form a regular 
l:raph B:,: bX of even degl-i-e II- 1 as fAows. The complet 2 graph KU+X (of odd 
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B” 
Fig. 3. Construction of minimum end-block B, of diameter 2 for c = 5. 
degree u +x = 2pt + 1 has n spanning factors each of degree 2. For example, the 
two factors of x5 are shown in Fig. 4(b). Let BE,, be the spanning subgraph of 
K u+x which is the point-disjoint union of $(z.J - 1) of these factors. Then Bx is 
formed by adjoining a point p. to x of the points of SE+, and a point p3 to the 
other u of its points, illustrated by Bz in Fig. S(b) for v = 5. The lemma follows. 
(a) The Eactors of KG 
(b) The factors of Kg 
Fig. 4. Factorization of complete graphs. 
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(a) II2 for v = 6 
(b) I$ for v = 5 
Fig. 5. Construction of minimum l:nd-block!< of diamete . 3. 
Minirnwn end -blocks of diameter 4 
Lemma 5. Ez:ery minimum end-block B, of dismeter 4 is of u&r 2v + 2 for all u 
when x (and [herefore also u) is odd, and is of’ order 2v + 2 fc r v even and 2v + 3 
for v odd when x is euen. 
PtooL Let p. be the point of degree x In I&. Denote by Pi 0~ i g4) the set of 
points that art: a distance i from p. so that I&I = 1, lPll := x, 1 PSI 2 v, and IF’,/ 2 1. 
Since each point in Pi (i > 0) is of depJee v, P, is o C order IP,I 2 v - x 
( 2 c x s v - 1). The order of B, is the thl IS at least 2v + 2 whel x (and therefore v) 
is odd or when both x and v are even, arld 2v -t 3 when x is e en and u is odd (so 
that there are then an even number 2v + 2 of ptjints of odd de:,1 .ree v). ‘We show by 
construction tlhat a B, of the minimum order 2v c 2 or 2v + 1, for thle respective 
cases, exists. First consider the case whei., x, and therefore v, i ; odd. Let B’ be the 
graph obtaineld on adjoining a point p0 to each of the x poit *ts of Kx in the join 
K, + K,7_x of I:he complete graphs K,, I(,,__,. Denote by PI, F I! the se? of x, v -.x 
points of K,, KC__x, respective/y, in I?‘, so that :P,I = x, IPi1 = I - Y, and each point 
in P,, P$ is a distance 1, 2, respectively, from porn Each poin : of P$ is of degree 
2‘ - 1 and each point of PI is of degree w in I?‘, and B” is of (I zder v + 1. Now let 
B”’ be rhe minimum end-block I$,_, of diamelcr 2. which has he point a’;; of even 
deEtree u --x, its other points being 
t: f 2. Let R” = [3;“‘- p’(,‘, 
cf degree U. By Lemma 3, B,_., is qf order 
so that B” has v --x points of degrlfe v - 1. Thr graph 
obtained on adjoining the u - x points of B’ and the of - x points of degree D - 1 in 
I?“, in pairs, is an end-block B, of mirimum degree 2u+ 2. The c?e when v and x 
are both even is pro_ved exactiy ‘as above, ‘&e mir&&n Bx a&n being of order 
2~ + 2. And when ‘u is odd and x is even, the only d$@eience in the proof is that 
\&I is then tl -x + 1, an increase of I over the previous two cases, so that the 
technique again applies and yields 2~ + 3 for the ‘rn~~~urn-or~~er & 
The rnin~~rn end-block B3 of diameter 4 for v = ‘7 as constructed by this 
technique is shown in Fig. 6. 
Minimum t?nd-blocks of diameter 5. 
Lemma 6. Every minimum end-block B, of diameter 5 has a cut-point and is of 
order 2u + 3 when x is even and 2v + 4 when x is odd (2s v - 1). 
praaf, Let p. be the point of degree x in B, and denote by Pi (0 s i G 5) the set of 
points a distance i from pO. As in the proof of Lemma 5, I&f= I., f&1=x, 
lp I 2 S, v - x, l&l > 0, lP,.J B v, and j&l 2 I, from which it is deduced that I& is of 
order at Ieast 20 + 3 when x is even and 2~ +4 when x is odd. As before, we 
establish the lemma by constructiq a B, of the minimum order 20 + 3 or 3.0 + 4, 
as the case may be. We first constrrlct he graph B” ai; in the proof of Lemma 5, 
and then adjoin a point pi to each of the v -x points of the complete subgraph 
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EC,.._ x of B’ so that pi has degree 2~ -x in I?‘. Let B” be the minir urn end-block B, 
of diameter 2 in which pg is the ;Doint of degree x, all of the (’ ther points in B” 
being of degree u. We form the end-block B, of diameter 5 by jimply coalescing 
the point pri; of B’ with the poir?t pz of B” into a single point p , which is tht:n a 
cut-poinit of Bx. Since B’- pi is oE minimum order u + 1 and 1 ” is of minimum 
order u -t ?, when x is odd and cl+ 3 when x is even, B, is 0’ minimum ol-der 
“:u + 3 when x is odd and 221 j-4 when x is even. The lemma fl ~11~~~s. 
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Fig. 7. Minimum end-block B, of dhrneter 5 for u = 5. 
The minimum end-block B-S of diameter 5 and order 2u -+ 4 = 14 for u = 5 
constructed by this technique Js shown in Fig. 7. 
In Fig. 7, the subgraph B’ is of order 7, has one point of Ii degree 3, one of 
degree 2, and five of degree u = 5, and is a cut-block A3,* of dia.1 neter 3 for u = 5 
which is of minimum order. A minimum end-block B, of di:;mxter 6 :a4 can 
similarly be con(itructed as a string of cut-blocks, and an end-Yock of diameter 
less than 6. It is thus no+, necessaq to consider end-blocks of diameter b > 5. The 
results of Lx:mmas 3-6 summarize as follows: 
‘l’beorem I. There is no end-block Bx of diameter 1. The orde - of a minimum 
end-block B, (1 s x s u - 1) 0-f dicmeter b (2~ & s 5) as a functim of u is as given 
02 Tab/e 1. 
A (not necessarily minimum) (d., *, u)-graph with cl G 4 results In either string- 
ing an end-block I?‘, (2 c k c e, - 2) of diameter bI (22) with an end-block &_, of 
cliameter b2 = d - bl, or (for d >4) stringing a bridge and two t:nd-blocks B,,_+ 
c’lne of diameter b, (22) and the ol her of diameter b2 = d - b, - 1, We list the sum 
Table 1. Order of minimuln end-block 
B, of diameter b 
----- - 
i: even c odd 
_--- 
h x even x even x odd 
- 
2 u+2 u j-2 u+3 
3 u+-x+2 vi-x+2 u+x+2 
4 2u+3 2u+3 2u+2 
S 2u+3 2u+3 2u-t.4 
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Table 2. Sum of orders of two end-blocks B,,, BX2 (x1 +x2 = u and 
x, =x* = u - 1) of respective &meters bI, b -b, 
2, even u odd 
x,+x2=u x*+xz=tl 
x1 even k, even x1 odd x1 =x2 
b b,* b, xa even x2 odd x2 even =v-I 
4 292 2v+4 2u+j 
5 293 2u+x,+4 2tJ +x2+4 
6 2-4 3v+5 3u+4 
6 373 3u+4 3v+4 
7 2,s 3u+5 3u+6 
7 334 3u+x,-L5 3u+x, +4 
8 1,s 30+x,+5 3u+x,+6 
8 4,4 4u+6 4u+5 
9 4,s 4v+6 4u + T;’ 
10 5.5 4u+6 4tJ+5 
2v+5 2u+4 
2u+x,+S 3u+3 
3u+6 3u+5 
3u+4 4u+2 
3u+6 3u+5 
3l.Hx,+5 4v+4 
3u+x,+5 &+4 
4u-t5 4v+6 
4vG5 4v+6 
4u-t7 411-i-6 
of the orders of two minimum end-blocks BXI, I& (x, + x? = t, and x1 = x2 = 21 -- 1) 
of diameters bI, bz= b - bl, respectively, in Table 2 as a function of o, x1 and x2. 
We observe that in those cases when it is a function 01 x1 or of x2, the sum is 
minimum wheq x1 = 2, x2 = 2 when x1, x2 are even and xl = 3, x2 = 3 when I hey 
are odd. 
We shah refer to Table 2 later on in discussing (d, 1, u)-graphs of minimum 
order. For example, since a (4,1, u)-graph G cannot have a bridge, G is minimum 
when it is a string of two minimum end-blocks each of diameter 2. From Table 2, 
the order of a minimum (4,1,4)-graph (V -4) is thus 2u+3 for u even and 2u +3 
for u odd. 
3. Minim- cut-blocks 
We shalt show later on that every n:inimum (d, 1, u)-graph G is a string, so that 
each cut-block of G is a cut-block &.., (26x, s v - 1; 2 s a+ ‘o - 1); i.e., if 
A X,,X2 is of order zt, it then has one point p. of degree x1, one paint pa of degree 
x2, and n - 2 points of degree u, thlz points p. and pa being cut-points of G. The 
diameter a of AX,,* is the distance between PO and pa in AXI,,? and in G. 
Denote by pi the set of points that are a distance i (>O) from p. in A,,,,,, SO 
that l&,1 = 1, IPI1 = x,, and IP, 1~ 1. Ii t is observed that i > a is possible when a = 1, 
illustrated by the minimum cut-block A2,2: for v = 3 in Fig. 8 which has a = 1 and 
0 s i 6 2, with lPol = 1, IPI1 = 2 = IPJ, and IF21 = 3. It will become apparent later, 
however, that a cut-block of diameter 1 is of no interest since a minimum 
(d, I, &graph G has no such cut-block. 
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Fig. 8. Minimum cut-bloc \ A,., of diameter 1 for u =: 3. 
Natural cut-blocks 
We construct a special class of minimum ct..:- blocks Ax,,,, called natural CM- 
Hocks, of which there are two types as follows. For x = y = o - 1 the natxral 
cut-block AU+-, = & + K,,_r has diameter 2, is of order u + 1, and is clearly 
minimum. A (d, 1, v)-graph G can have a natural cut-bloclk A,,-l.U-l only if G 
has bridges and hence only if u is odd. The other natural cut-block Ak,u_k 
(2 S&-r)-- ‘* < 2) is of diameter 3 and order u + 2 and is formed. by adjoining a point 
I’+, to each of the k points of the subgraph Kk and adjoining a point p3 to each of 
I he u - k points of I(u-k in the join Kk + K,+ of order u of the complete graphs 
.& and I(v_+ Ak.u-k is minimum since the number of points adjacent to po, p3 is 
equal to the degree k of p. and the degree u-k of p3, respectively, and 
Ak.ti--k - p. - p3 is of order u. Note that by Lemma 1, a (d, I, uj-graph G with u 
even can have no cut-block Ak,u_k with k odd. In any event, we have: 
Theorem 2. The rzaturcil cut-blocks are Au_l,u_l of diameter 2 and order v + 1, 
where v is odd, and Ak,“_+ (2 s k 6 u - 2) of diameter 3 ancl order u + 2, for both 
odd and even u. 
The natural cut-blocks A4,4 and A2,3 ( = A3,J for u := 5 are shown in Figs. 9(a) 
and (b), and the natural cut-block A3_,2, w hich is Klee and Quaife’s diamond [27]. 
in Fig. 9(c). 
We call a string of natural cut-blocks &-k,k (2s k G I:, - 2), or a string OI 
natural cut-blocks &_I,U__l alternating with bridges, a natural string. The length of 
a string i; its diameter, and its two ends are its two points of degree less than u. 
Since thl,: natural cut-block construction guarantees that the number of point!; 
equidistant from t ither end of a natural string is minimum, such a string of any 
given length has t ae minimum order for a string of that length. 
Suppose that G is a minimum (Ce, 1, &graph. By L,emma 2, there is no 
end-block of diameter 1. And since every such graph G of degree 3 must have at 
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(G) Aqq4 for v = 5 
(b) A2 3 ( = A3 2) for v = 5 
, . 
(=I A2,2 for v = 3 
Fig. 9. Natural cut-blocks. 
least one bridge in that it has a cutpoint, we have: 
Lemma 7. A mi~tintum (d, 1, u)- grapbt of degree IJ 3 4 has d > 3; and one of degr(ee 
v=3 bus d>4. 
For example, the: complete graph K%+l is the unique minimum (I, c, &graph, 
and has c = 21. And for v = 3 there arle a total of seven minimum (d, c, J)-graphs 
for d ~4, all of which are nonseparable [27]. 
We shall next show that every miniimum (d, 1, v)-graph d’s is a string, and thus 
has exactly two end-blocks, each of lits cut-blocks thus a cut-block A,,,,,. 
Minima& 
We show that a (d, 1, v)-graph G that is not a string is not minimum, as follows. 
If G is llot a string, it has at least one cutpoint pO which separates the graph into 
three or more components G1, Gz, . . . , Gm (m a 29 of diameters dl, d2, . . . ? d,,,, 
respectively, so that G has at least m end-blocks. Since G has diameter cl we may 
assume that d, + d2 := d and that 4 + dj <d for 26 i <Jo m. Suppose that G is 
pinimum, and hence that each component Gi (3 s i G m) is minimum since 
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otherwise G, could be replaced by a component G[ of lower order and, if needs 
oe, of lower diameter, contradicting the hypothesis that G is minimum. It follows 
m-rmediately that each component Gi (3 < i G m) is either a minimum end-block 
,D,_.k (2 6 k 6 v - 2) of ,diameter 2, and hence of order ZI + 2 for u even and tl + 3 
for v odd? or has v odd and is the strng of a bridge and a miCmum end-block 
,B,_I of diameter 2, and hence of order v + 3. I_,&. G:, = G, - p. and Go = G - G&, 
so that p. is of degree less than v in G,. WC may assume without any loss in 
generality that p. has degree ai least 2 in Gc,, since if it is the end-point of a 
bridge, that bridge may be assumed to be in G,,. If G,,, is the string of a bridge 
ard a minimum end-block B,_ I, so that G’,, is of order v +2, then p. is of degree 
u .- 1 in G&. Suppose th’at G is of order PT and hence that Go is of order n -(v + 2). 
Let G[, = G,,- I’(,,, so that each point in the set 1:. _* of the v - 1 points of Go that 
are adjacent tc r0 is of degree u - 1 in G& Whether or not p. is in a longest 
g,eodesic which determines the diameter d of G, the following technique may be 
aprlied for obt;lining a (d, 1, v)-graph G’ of lower order than G when v 2 7, thus 
dismissing the hypothesis that G is minimum. Further, G’ has one less cutpoint 
tharr G, so that successive application of the technique results in a minimum 
graph, each cutpoint of which separates the graph into exactly two components, 
the graph thus a string. 
Suppose p. is in a longest geodesic of G and that pd, pI( are the two points of 
E, 19 each adjzicent to p. in (I;, that are in that geodesic (there being exactly two 
such psints). (If i). is not in a longest geodesic, simply let p& pg be any two points 
of ZC _ 1 ). Let E,, _3 = El: _ I - pi, - p;(, which is of even order since u is odd. Adjoin 
p& and p:i to a point of a graph Gg of order $(v- 1) (>6) and degree $( v - 7) (20). 
G,‘; exists since it is clearly a subgraph of the complete graph KX of order 
x - i( u - 1); and adjoin each Df the $(v -- 3) pairs of points of E,_, to different 
other points of Gli as illustrated in Fig,. 10. Then join each point of G,” to each of 
the points of the compl’ete graph Gt of order i(v + 3) and degree $(v -t l), as in 
Fig. 10, to form a graph G’. The graph G’ is a (d, 1, v)-graph with one less 
Fig. 10. .Ainimalization of a (cl, 1, u)-graph (u = 7 and odd). 
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(a) V’ 5 
G 
(b) v= 9 
Fig. 11. Examples of mhimalization (TJ odd). 
cutpoint than G and is of order equal to the order n - (U + 3) of GA plus the sum 
$(u - 1) +& + 3) of the orders of G.; and Gt, i.e. n - 2, or two less than the order 
of G. This dismisses the assumption that G is minimum. 
We may repeat the process to successively eliminate each of the components Gi 
(3 s i G m - l), the end result being that G is minimal it: and only if it has exactly 
two end-blocks and is therefore a string. The case when v = 3 has been treated 
separately by Myers [40], and the elimination technique for v = 5 is shown 
pictorially in Fig. 1 l(a). ‘l’he technique is illustrated in Fig. 1 l(b) for the ca:.e 
when II = 9. 
For the case when G,,, is an end-block, we may again assume without any loss 
in generality that p0 is in a lorlgest geodesic in G. When u is even, so also is the 
degree of p0 in both G,, and C;,. When v is odd, p. is of even (odd) degree in G#,, 
when it has odd (even) degree in Go. 
We first construct an augmentation subgraph A, as follows. Suppllse p0 has 
degree, k in Go. Join a point p to each of the v - ic points c~f j<_+ in thti complete 
bipartite graph &_k +I&, where q is to be determined, thus forming ;i‘ subgraph 
_A’ of A. Each of the points of &_, and are to havL degree v - 2 in A, so that 
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each of the points of K_ ,< are to be augmented in degree by an amount 
(u--2)-(q+l)=o--3--q and those cJf Kq b,y (II-2)-(u--k)=k-2, i.e. each 
point of Kq must be adjacent to k - 2 points oE & in addition to the u - k points 
of I(o_+. We shall show that it suffices to fet q = k - 1, which is a2. Assume first 
that both k and I.I are odd. LRt A be the graph formed from A’ by adjoining each 
pair of points of G (so that the subgraph which spans the points of KC in A is the 
complete graph K,) and augmenting the points of K_k in degree by an amount 
(u-2)-(q+l)=:u-(k+2), which is >O since v -- k -3 2 when G,,, is a minimum 
end-block. Since, k and P are odd, 2;’ -(k +2) is even; and since D - k is also even, 
the subgraph which spans the points of &._, in A, is to be the line-disjoint union 
of h( u - k - 2 j c yclr‘s each of order II -- k, which is always realizable. We next 
superimpose .A on GO, to form a graph G’, as follows. We may assume that the 
yoinl p. is in 3 longest geodesic in C (since the augroentation of GO by A 
produces the same end result when pO is not in such a longest geodesic). Let p&, pli 
be the two poinfs adjacent to p. in G, that are in that longest geodesic. Let 
VC 14. = I?,_, be the mid-points of k - 1 of the k lines incident with po, two of which 
ari to be the lines (p,, p&) and (y,, p;I). Let .kew_k be the mid-points of 8 - k of the 
lines incident with t:le k points of the set I$ of points that are adjacent to pO in 
G,, but which are not incident with po, ‘two of these u -k lines to be those in the 
lor,g;cst geodesic in G. And let p. be the point p of A. Adjoin these several points 
by lines as in A, thus superimposing A on Go, to forum a graph G’ in which each 
Fig. 12. Minimization by augmentation. 

(6,2), respectively. Note that A is of order II) + 1 when k is odd, and u when k is 
even, irrespective of ZI. Thus. G’ is of order one less than G when k is even, and 
two less otherwise. 
III summary, we have: 
Theorem 3. Euery minimum (d, 1, u)-graph is a string. 
Minimum (d, 1, &graphs ,for 4 < d < G. 
As noted earlier, a minimum (4, 1, v&graph G is formed by stringing An 
end-blo.ik S3, _:!I of diameter 2 with an end-block BZk also of diameter 2 
( 2 6 2 k 5~ u - 2), and is of order 2u + 3, 2u + 4 according as ZJ is even, odd, by 
‘Table 2 For u := 4, there i ; one realization. For u even and greater than 4 there 
are thus at least as many realizations as there are partitions of u into two parts WC, 
u -- 21:, namely at lexst iv realizations for u = 4j (j > 1) and i(t) + 2) realizations for 
u = (?j + 1)2 (j 2 1). When u is odd, so that u = 2j + 1 (j a I), there is one 
realization for u = 5 and at least $( u - 3) realizations for u > 5. 
Lemma 8. E;t:eP<f minimum (4, 1, &graph G (11244) isoforder 2v+3,2u+4 fc~u 
even, odd, respectiueiy. 
The unique minimum (4,1, u)-graphs for u = 4 and u = 5 are shown in Figs. 
14(a) and 14(c) and a minlimum (4, 1,6)-graph in Fig. 14(b).. 
A (5, 1. u)-graph G is eiither a string of two end-blocks B,, _ 1, each of diameter 
2, and a bridge, or a string of two end-blocks Bu_2, B2 (2s 2k s u - 2), one of 
diameter 2 and the other of diameter 3. From Table 2 we see that: 
Lemma 9. 7714 string oyC order 221 t 4 of two minimum end-blocks BU_.l each of 
order 2, and a bridge, is f!ze L+nique minimum ($1, u)-graph for u 2 3 and odd. 
The string of order 2u + !j of a minimum end-block B2 of diameter 3 and a 
minimum end-Mock B,,-2 of diameter 2 is the unique minimum (5,1, u&graph for 
u 2 4 and cum. 
In similar fashion: 
a PO. The string of a bridge and two minimum en&blocks BU+ one of 
diameter 2 and the olher of diameter 3, each string of a min!‘mum end-block Bzi( 
(2~ 2k s u - 3) of diameter 2 and a minimum end-block B,,-zlk of diameter 4, and 
each string of a minimum end-block B2,: (2 55 2k s u - 3) und a minimum end- 
block Bo+, each of diameter 3, is a minimum (6, 1, u)-graph /or odd u = 2j + 1 
(j 2 I), and is of order 3v + 3. There is one such graph for u = 3 and there are 
(v - 2) such grcyhs frrr v = 2j -t- 1 (j 2 2). Each string of a minimum end-block Bzk 
(2 c 2k 6 u - 2) and a minimum end-block ,Bu_2k, each of diameter 3, is a 
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fb) ?tinimum (4,X,6)-gtapb 
Cc) The unique minimum (4,2,5)-graph 
The uniq~~e min~rn~~m (5, I, ~~~graph~ for v = 4 anciL v = 5 %c shown in Figs. 
15(a), fb). The ~~~n~Tn~~~ (6, 2,4\-graph which is the string of iwo end-blocks B2 is 
also unique. 
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(a) The unique minimum (5,1,!3)-graph 
(b) The unique minimum (5,1,4)-graph 
Fig. 15. Minimum (5, 1, u&graphs. 
x = 3 and L = 5 in Fig. 7, B,! is a string of a natural cut-block of diameter 3 and 
order 2) + 2 with an end-block B,, of diameter 2 and order u -t 2 when x1 is even 
and u + 3 when x is c dd (and therefore Y also odd). A string of k (>O) natural 
cut-blocks A,,,,, each of length 3 and order u +2 has length 3k and order 
k ( L’ -I- 2) - ‘(k - 1) - k(u + 1) + 1, and is clearly minimum for a string of this length. 
It follows immediately that the (3k +4,1, u)-graph obtained on terminating such a 
string with two end-blocks each of diameter 2 is minimum, since it may alter- 
nately be .regarded as the minimum graph obtained on terminating a minimum 
string of length (3k -2) of k -2 natural cut-blocks Axl,,, with two minimum 
end-blocks each of diameter 5 when k 2 2 ‘I r3r as a string of two end-blocks one of 
diame;.er 5 and the other of diameter 2 when k = 1. Since every minimum 
end-b!ock B, is of order u +2 for x even and u + 3 for x odd, then every 
minimum (3k +4,1, tl)-graph (k s?) is of order (k +2)(u + l)+ 1 for u even and 
(k+2)(u+1)+2 for u odd. 
Alternately, a string of length 3j + 1 of naural cut-blocks A-l,u_l (u odd) 
alternating with j + 1 bridges is minimum for a string of that length, its order being 
j( u i 1) -+ 2. Similarly to the above case, we see that whenever k Z= 1, such a string 
terminated in two end-blocks R,_i, one of diameter 2 and the other of diameter 
4, is also a minimum (3k i-J., 1, u)-graph when u is odd. 
In similar fashion, for u ( ld6 a minimum string of k + 1 bridges and k natural 
cut-block - &_l,o_l (k 20) terminated in two minimum end-blocks B,,+ each of 
diameter 2 is a minimum (3 k + 5,1, u)-graph, its order being (22) + 4) + k(u + 1) = 
t k + 2)(u - 1) + 2. For u even, a string of k (~0) natural cut-lblocks A,,.,, termi- 
nated in two minimum end-blocks B,,, B,,, one of diameter 2 and one of diameter 
3, is a minimum (3k+S, 1, u)-graph, its order being (2u+6)-t-k(9+2)-(k+l)= 
I Regular separable graphs of minimum order with given diamc~ter 
3 
Table 3. Order n of a minimum (d, 1, u)-graph with 
all natural cut-blocks Av_lS,,_I and (U odd); td)= 
(a+b); n=n,+q,. 
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1 0 2~1-4 3u+3 3u+5 
(5) (61 (7) 
4 u+l 3u+5 4u-t-4 4u+6 
(8) (9) (10) 
7 2u+2 40+6 5u+5 su+7 
01) (12) (13) 
b,, b, are the end-block diameters; b = b, + b,. 
a is the sum 0: the cdt-block and bridge diame- 
ters. 
nb is the sum of the orders of the end-blocks. 
n, is the sum of the orders of the cut-bltiks. 
(k + 2)(u + 1) -I- 3. Further, for 21 odd a string of k (20) natural cut-blocks 4,,_l U_l . 
terminated in two minimum end-blocks I&, one of diameter 2 and the other of 
diameter 3, is a minimum (3k + 6,1, u)-graph, its order being (3u + 2) + k(u + 1) = 
(3 + k)(zl + 1). A minimum (3k f 6,1, u)-graph with u even is obtained by stringing 
two minimum end-blocks B,,, Bxz each of diameter 3 with a string of k (20) 
natural cut-blocks &1,X2, the graph then being again of order (3~ +4) + k(o +2) - 
(k + 1) = (3 c k)(v + 1). An alternate realization of a (3k + 6,1, u)-graph G with u 
odd is to string two minimum end-blocks B,,, B,,, one of diameter 2 and the other 
Table 4. Order n of a minimum (d, 1, u)-graph 
with all natural cut-blocks A&,,,~ and u odd; 
(d)=(a+b); n=n,+n,,+n, 
0 0 -1 2u+4 3u+3 
(4) (6) 
3 u+2 -2 3u+5 4v+4 
(7) (9) 
6 2v-i-4 -3 4u+6 5v+5 
(10) (12) 
b,, b, are the end-block diameters; b = b, + b,. 
a is the sum of the cut-block diameters. 
nb is the sum of the orders of the end-blocks. 
n, is the sum of the orders of the cut-blocks. 
n,. is the number of cutpoints, times -1. 
of diameter 4 with k natural cut-blocks AX,,X2) the order of G thus being 
(3~+4)~-(~+2)k--(k+~)=~3+k~(~!~- I), as before. It is interesting to observe 
thar there is no minimum (Sk + 5,1, z+graph all of whose cut-blocks are natural 
cut-blocks A_. For d = 3 k + 4 and. d = 3 k + 6, however, this is not the case. The 
values of 3k + 4, 3k + 5 and 3k + 6 for k = 0, 1,2,3, . . . span all integers 
4,5,6,7,. . . , and hence there are no other cases to consider. 
These findings summarize as: 
Tborem 4. Every minimum (3k +j, 1, v)-graph (k 30, 4+~6) is of order 
~k~2)(~+1)+1 f or u even and (k + 2)(u + 1) + 2 for o odd when / = 4, of order 
(k+2)(v+1)+3f or u even and (k -t 2)(0 + 1) + 2 for u odd when j = 5, and of srder 
(k+3)(u+l) wheln j=6. 
We display the results of Theorem 4 in tabular form in Table 3 for 3k + j = d = 
5) 6,7, . . . ) 13 for u odd for a minimum. (d, I, &graph G all of whose cut-blocks 
are natural cut-blocks &._r,,_+ The diameter-pairs b,, b2 of the two minimum 
end-blocks B,_, in G, and the sums b = b, + t)2, are given as column indices in the 
table, and the lengths a of the string of cut-blocks and bridges =e given as row 
indices, so that d = a + b, + b,. The sum of the orders of the two end-blocks I&.-r 
is given below the b,, bz heading in each column, and the total ord.er k(u + I) 
(k 20) of the k cut-blocks A+ ,, . - 1 in G is entered next to a in c:ach row. Each 
entry in the table matrix gives the order of G as a function of u, and also gives the 
diameter of G in parentheses. For example, we see from the eritry in the f&t 
column and the second row of the matrix that the order of C with a diameter 8 is 
32~ +5. Similarly, G is of order 6u i-6 when d = 15. 
Table 5. Order n of a minimum (d, 1, u)-graph with 
all natural cut-blocks Ah,._ and u even; (d) = (a ‘1‘ I 1; 
n = ita -- tzb f 9. 
---.- 
:\-- 
-- 
h 4 5 6 
b,& 2,2 2,3 3,3 
% 2u+4 2u+6 3c+41 
?a & 
--- _-LA_ 
0 0 __ 1 2u+3 2v+S 3v+I1 
(4) (5, f6f 
3 L’+2 -2 3u+4 3u+6 4u+a* 
4::5 ,6”/, 
(9) 
6 2u+4 -3 
(h- 
s2;+5 
(11) (12) 
--- - 
b,, b; are the end-block diameters; b = 6, + b,. 
a is the sum of the cut-block diameters. 
n,, is the sum of the orders of the end-blocks. 
tz, is the sum of the orders of t,le cut-blocks. 
n, is the number of cut-points. times -1. 
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(4 v=S 
(b) Y = 5 
(4 VP4 
Fig. 16. Minimum (10, 1, u)-graphs. 
Table 4 lists the corresponding information for II odd when each c&block in G 
is a natural cut-block A,,,+, and Table 5 likewise for graphs which have II even. 
Two different minimum (10, 1,5)-graph configurations are shown in Figs. 16(a), 
(b), and a minimum (l&l, 4).graph in Fig. 16(c). 
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